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Operational Overview:
Goal & Rationale:

For some applications of SQRL, it may not be feasible to integrate SQRL natively into a
website. For such situations, the SQRL authentication subsystem, now known as the
SQRL Service Provider, may be linked by HTTP queries while operating within the
same origin as the website. This specification defines an HTTP query / response
protocol by which a login hosting website may interact with an external SQRL
authentication server.

Since SQRL discourages sharing username and passwords as a means of ad-hoc
sharing of website access, this specification supports SQRL's Managed Shared Access
(MSA) facility which all SQRL servers are strongly urged to support. SQRL's MSA
provides the hooks to allow one or more primary account users to share account
access with secondary account users.

The players:
This documentation defines the interaction among the following components:

"website" or "web server" is the site and server hosting SQRL authentication.
"SQRL server" is the server/service running SQRL's API.
"browser" is the browser the user is using to authenticate.
"SQRL client" is either the local (present on the same machine as the browser) or
a "remote" client on a smartphone.

Note that the website/web server and SQRL server may be, and will probably be,
located on the same physical server hardware. They MUST occupy the same domain
origin so that secured HttpOnly cookies can be securely shared to link web browser
sessions.

Highest level interaction summary:
The website displays a login, registration, or other page offering to authenticate the user's
identity with SQRL. It queries the SQRL server to obtain a unique, per-instance, nonce and
QR code image. This creates a valid pending authentiction for the SQRL server using that
material.
The user authenticates with SQRL.
The SQRL server invokes a web server query to provide authenticated user account
information.
The web server returns the page to which the web browser should be redirected after
login or registration.
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Implementation:
The website presents to the user a login or registration page containing "Click to Login
with SQRL" HREF link button and also a "Scan to Login with SQRL" optical QR code. To
prevent replay vulnerabilities, the HREF link and the QR code must contain one-time-use
SQRL "nut" values. Those dynamic assets are established by JavaScript running on page
load. The JavaScript queries the SQRL server to cause it to issue and return a unique
(fresh) "nut" encoded into a 12-character base64url ASCII string.

These queries by the user's browser provide the SQRL server with the IP address of the
user's browser client, and the current web browser session cookie as an opaque website
token used to uniquely identify this web browser session. This session cookie token will
later be returned to the web server with additional authentication information to
authenticate the identity of the user of this web browser session.

Upon receiving this query from the website, the SQRL server synthesizes a
guaranteed-unique nonce "nut" and adds a structure to a RAM-resident list to associate
the provided items. The structure is removed either upon its subsequent use in a SQRL
authentication (whether or not successful) or if the pending authentication expires due to
age.

The SQRL authentication can then proceed either of two ways: by HREF link click or by QR
code scan, as follows:

QR Code Scan:
While the login or registration page is being displayed, and until or if the user clicks the
"Click to Login with SQRL" HREF button to initiate SQRL authentication with a local client,
the page's JavaScript periodically polls the SQRL server for a new page to jump to. Each
polling query provides the same opaque website token (nominally the browser session ID)
that was used during the initial nut query and association. This polling is required since
the user may be scanning the QR code and taking no overt action on the webpage. The "no
action, keep waiting" response from the SQRL server is a null empty return. This causes
the JavaScript to wait a second or two then repeat its query indefinitely.

In the event of a successful authentication by the external SQRL client, the SQRL server
returns a URL it has received from the web server (see below). The page's JavaScript then
changes the page's "location" to the provided URL and the user will be registered,
associated, logged in, or whatever is appropriate.
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"Click to Login"
If the user chooses the "Click to Login with SQRL" HREF button link, the user's web
browser attempts to follow the link, which is to the SQRL localhost server listening for
HTTP (not "https") queries on port 25519. The link's HTTP "scheme" is "sqrl://..." so that
the local SQRL client will be loaded or awoken. The web browser follows this link, jumping
to this virtual page with a query which carries the freshly minted nut and a URL to be
followed in the event of user cancellation or authentication failure.

In the event of a successful authentication by the local SQRL client, the SQRL client returns
a 302 Found (temporary redirect) to the browser, causing it to jump to the "CPS" URL it
received from the SQRL server. This URL contains a unique "CPS nonce" which
authenticates this browser to the SQRL user. The SQRL server again redirects the browser
to a URL it has received from the web server (see below) and the user will be registered,
associated, logged in, or whatever is appropriate.

Now, backing up a bit for clarity...
Via either of the two methods above, the SQRL server receives and processes a SQRL
authentication. ONLY IF the authentication succeeds, the SQRL server either locates an
existing SQRL-to-WebAccount association record allowing it to return the authenticating
WebServer account, or, if the SQRL ID is unknown, creates a new SQRL-to-WebServer
account association record with a blank WebServer account to hold the authenticated
SQRL ID data. It then issues a "SQRL authentication succeeded, where to now?" query to
the web server informing it of a successful SQRL authentication and requesting, in the web
server's reply, the URL to which the browser should next be sent.

The parameters provided to the web server in this query depend upon whether the SQRL
user is currently known or unknown to the webserver:

If known:
The website user session token.

This allows it to link this to the browser session it knows.
The website account ID already associated with this SQRL ID.

This allows the web server to login the authenticating user under its locally
known account ID.

If Unknown:
The website user session token.

This allows it to link this to the browser session it knows.
The SQRL user ID

The web server views the SQRL ID as an opaque token to be used in
subsequent "add"/"rem" association calls.
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The web server, which knows why the authentication has been requested (e.g. login,
registration, association, disassociation, etc.) may choose to invoke additional SQRL server
APIs (add/remove association) as needed (see next). But in any event, it replies with the
URL to which the browser should be sent.

If the query parameters contain "acct=" and "sqrl=" an unknown SQRL user has
authenticated, so the webserver can create a new web account then associate the SQRL ID
to the newly created account.

Upon receiving the web server's response to "SQRL authentication succeeded, where to
now?" query, the SQRL server passes this to the waiting web browser by either:

Replying to a "probe" with this URL rather than null.  Or...
Replying to a pending "CPS query" from the browser with a 302 Found redirect.

Notes about Pending Authentications

Pending Authentications (PAs) are created when a browser session, identified by its
session cookie, requests a nut or a QR code and no existing pending authentication already
exists for that browser session.
Nuts are use-once and are removed upon use.

Pending Authentications remain valid until they either expire from age after some number
of minutes or are authenticated against and either succeed or fail.

SQRL's security only requires the nonce nuts created for a pending authentication be
unique. They do not need to be unguessable, since their use is always signed by the SQRL
client. However, making them random feels safer and is simple. We use Bruce Schneier's
64-bit Blowfish cipher to encrypt a 64-bit monotonically incrementing counter under a
per-system unique static secret key, and use use the least significant byte from the Intel
RDTSC instruction to yield the last 8 bits to total 72. These are then base64url encrypted
to form a single-use 12-character ASCII token.

Public vs Private APIs:

SQRL Server APIs are either public (external) or private (internal) and there is no overlap.
The "external" API calls accessed by SQRL clients or the user's browser are public. The
"internal" API calls used by the web server are private.

The SQRL server can be configured to issue its queries to any host and port and URL which
is convenient for the web server. To enforce private access to the private URLs the SQRL
server binds its internal private API only to the system's localhost port 25519 and verifies
that the IP of any query is also local. For additional protection any local system firewall
should not open port 25519 externally.
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To support the functionality above, the following APIs are defined and provided:

API Summary:
The API provides five PUBLIC browser-call HTTP GET queries:

/nut.sqrl
browser's request for nut nonce and CPS cancel URL. Initiates an authentication.

/png.sqrl
browser's request for QR code to display. Also initiates an authentication.

/tok.sqrl?{20-character invitation token nonce}
browser posts the invitation token to the pending authentication. Also initiates an
authentication.

/pag.sqrl
browser's periodic query for the next page to jump to.

/cps.sqrl?{SQRL server provided CPS nonce}
browser submits this query to receive a jump to a server-provided URL.

The API provides one PUBLIC SQRL client HTTP POST query:
/cli.sqrl?nut={12-char-nut)

Remote SQRL clients POST to this "client" URL to perform authentication
handshaking.

This API provides four PRIVATE web server-call HTTP queries:
/add.sqrl?acct={account ID}&sqrl={SQRL ID}&user={UserHandle}&stat={status}

Web server's request to add or update a binding between a user account, SQRL ID,
and UserHandle (with status).

/rem.sqrl?acct={account ID}&sqrl={SQRL ID}&user={UserHandle}
Web server's request to remove a binding between a user account and a SQRL ID
or UserHandle.

/lst.sqrl?{account ID}
Web server's request for an itemized listing of all bindings for the indicated
account.

/inv.sqrl?{account ID}
Web server's request for a new invitation to the provided webserver account.

This API provides one PRIVATE SQRL server-call HTTP query:
{configured API}?sess={session cookie}&acct={account ID}   -or-

Authentication of a known SQRL user, web server is called providing session
cookie and webserver account.

{configured API}?sess={session cookie}&sqrl={SQRL ID}
Authentication of an unknown SQRL user, web server is called providing session
cookie and SQRL ID.
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API Details  /  Queries received by SQRL server:
Get SQRL nut and associate with provided client IP: /--PUBLIC API--/

/nut.sqrl
JavaScript on the login and registration pages calls to the SQRL server to obtain a
unique SQRL nut (nonce) and CPS 'can=' parameter which it embeds into the
page's DOM in the "click to login" HREF.
Returns: "{12-char-nut}&can={base64url-encoded referer URL}" This string is
appended to the HREF address of the "click to login" button to provide a local
SQRL client the nut of the now-pending authentication as well as the URL of the
current page (from the page's referer header) to support CPS cancellation.
Note that the provided nut nonce is associated with the client's query IP address
as well as with its browser session cookie which is already maintained by the
website.

Get QR code for display: /--PUBLIC API--/
/png.sqrl

The "scan" QR code which is dynamically embedded into the login and
registration pages resolves to a PNG image. This 'nut'-embedded .png image is
resolved and returned as a .png to the webpage for display.
Returns: A binary .png image containing a QR code which resolves to
"sqrl://{hostname}/cli.sqrl?nut={12-char-nut}" having a mime type: image/png.
This is the URL to which a cross-device SQRL client POSTs during authentication
handshakes.

Submit invitation token to begin joining an existing account: /--PUBLIC API--/
/tok.sqrl?{20-character invitation nonce}

Before initiating an authentication, the user may submit a 20-digit invitation code
received from an existing account's manager. The invitation can be confirmed and
the user then invited to use SQRL to authenticate. The invitation instantiates a
pending authentication with the invitation registered. Upon successful
authentication the SQRL server will locate the existing SQRL association database
record by invitation code and insert the user's SQRL identity into it, thus
completing and accepting the invitation.
Returns: The string "found" if a pending invitation with that code was found and a
pending authentication has been instantiated. Or returns "not found" if no
pending invitation with that code was found in the system.

Poll SQRL server for the next page to display: /--PUBLIC API--/
/pag.sqrl

While any web page offering SQRL authentication is displayed, JavaScript running
on that page will periodically query the SQRL server for a URL it should change to.
This supports cross-device SQRL authentication and allows the web page to
update itself upon successful authentication without user interaction.
Returns:

A null string for no page change yet, continue polling...
Or a URL for the JavaScript to perform a page-change.
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Request CPS redirect: /--PUBLIC API--/
/sqrl.cps?{24-character ASCII, encoding a 144-bit CPS auth nonce}

This is the query URL the browser receives from the local SQRL client in the 302
Found redirect response to the browser's local CPS query after successful
authentication.
The user's browser jumps to this virtual page to await the SQRL server, which will
eventually redirect it back to the proper page on the website once the SQRL server
has received the URL from the web server.

Perform SQRL client/server authentication handshaking: /--PUBLIC API--/
/cli.sqrl?nut={12-char-nut)

SQRL clients POST to this "client" URL to perform authentication handshaking.
Each interaction will include a unique NUT and the POST parameters will supply
all SQRL authentication arguments.

Associate a SQRL ID with a web server account ID: \--PRIVATE API--\
/add.sqrl?acct={account ID}&sqrl={SQRL ID}&user={UserHandle}&stat={status}

In response to the SQRL server's "authentication success" query, and probably
overlapping the query's processing (by not necessarily), the web server may
request the association, or update an association, of the SQRL ID provided by this
query with the web server account ID of the newly associated user. Since SQRL IDs
are subject to change without notice, the web server should regard the SQRL ID as
a transient token.
To support SQRL's Managed Shared Access system, a UserHandle (friendly
username) and user status may also be supplied and will be stored, updated, and
returned upon request. The UserHandle allows the identification of account/SQRL
ID associations without relying upon the SQRL ID, which is subject to change, and
the 'stat' allows for marking users as primaries or secondaries and/or enforcing
access expirations, etc. The stat value is regarded as opaque and is left to the web
server to format. It must be bas64url compatible.
Returns: The list of SQRL IDs, UserHandles and Stats associated with the account
after processing.

Dissociate a SQRL ID from a web server account ID: \--PRIVATE API--\
/rem.sqrl?acct={account ID}&sqrl={SQRL ID}&user={UserHandle}
/rem.sqrl?acct={account ID}&sqrl={all}&user={all}

Returns: The list of SQRL IDs, UserHandles and Stats associated with the account
after processing.
Users may disassociate themselves autonomously using the SQRL client-side UI.
And to support SQRL's Managed Shared Access the web server can call upon the
SQRL server to request a specific SQRL ID to be disassociated from a web server
account. This request can be made by SQRL ID or UserHandle.
Note that the special token 'all' any also be used to remove ALL SQRL account
associations.
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List all SQRL IDs and UserHandles associated with account: \--PRIVATE API--\
/lst.sqrl?{account ID}

Both the 'add' and 'rem'ove queries above return the list of all SQRL ID,
UserHandles and Stats associated with the given account after the command has
been processed. This 'lst.sqrl' query simply returns the current list without first
making any changes.
Returns: The list of SQRL IDs, UserHandles and Stats associated with the account
after processing.

Get a guaranteed-unique 20-digit decimal token: \--PRIVATE API--\
/inv.sqrl?{account ID}

This creates a new SQRL-to-WebAccount association with the SQRL ID containing
a 20-digit invitation nonce. This nonce is guaranteed-unique and is returned to the
calling web server. It is intended to be used as a manager's "invitation" for
managing shared account access.
Returns: The a single, guaranteed-unique 20-digit decimal string.

"Authentication success, where to now?" query to web server: \--PRIVATE API--\
Rationale:

A SQRL authentication has succeeded, so the SQRL server needs to inform the web
server either that a SQRL user previously associated with a web server account
has successfully authenticated with the server or that a SQRL user who is
presently unknown to the system has successfully authenticated.

If the SQRL user IS known to the system, the SQRL server invokes this
"Authentication Success" query providing the user's authenticated browser
session and the associated web server account:
{Configured URL}?sess={session-cookie}&acct={account ID}

If the SQRL user is NOT known to the system, the SQRL server creates an
"unassociated" SQRL record then invokes this "Authentication Success" query
providing the user's authenticated browser session and the previously
unknown SQRL ID:
{Configured URL}?sess={session-cookie}&sqrl={SQRL ID}

Specification Change Log:
v1.1

Added documentation of public/private APIs.
v1.2

Unified the format of the API calls:
Changed /sqrl.png?qr={-nut-} -to- /sqrl.png?{-nut-}
Changed /sqrl?count={account ID} -to- /sqrl.txt?count={account ID}
Changed /sqrl?cps={24-char auth nonce} -to- /sqrl.cps?{24-char auth nonce}

v1.3
Updated APIs for full support of MSA (Managed Shared Access)
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v1.4
Adds the "\tok.sqrl" private web server query to obtain a unique 10-digit decimal
token.

v1.5
Changed the API rather significantly to support managed shared access "invitations"
from a manager.
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